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Abstract: Sequential aggregate signature schemes allow n signers, in order, to sign a message each, at a lower total cost than the 
cost of n individual signatures. We present a sequential aggregate signature scheme based on trapdoor permutations (e.g., RSA). 
Unlike prior such proposals, our scheme does not require a signer to retrieve the keys of other signers and verify the aggregate-
so-far before adding its own signature. Indeed, we do not even require a signer to know the public keys of other signers!  

Moreover, for applications that require signers to verify the aggregate anyway, our schemes support lazy verification: a signer can 
add its own signature to an unverified aggregate and forward it along immediately, postponing verification until load permits or the 
necessary public keys are obtained. This is especially important for applications where signers must access a large, secure, and 
current cache of public keys in order to verify messages.  

We report a technical analysis of our scheme (which is provably secure in the random oracle model), a detailed implementation-
level specification, and implementation results based on RSA and OpenSSL. To evaluate the performance of our scheme, we 
focus on the target application of BGPsec (formerly known as Secure BGP), a protocol designed for securing the global Internet 
routing system. There is a particular need for lazy verification with BGPsec, since it is run on routers that must process signatures 
extremely quickly, while being able to access tens of thousands of public keys. We compare our scheme to the algorithms 
currently proposed for use in BGPsec, and find that our signatures are considerably shorter nonaggregate RSA (with the same 
sign and verify times) and have an order of magnitude faster verification than nonaggregate ECDSA, although ECDSA has shorter 
signatures when the number of signers is small.  
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